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Language: Gujarati . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This is an original work.Our
nature is Self. It need not be acquired. We have to find the blocks, degenerating factors that
interfere with natural effulgence of Self.If such Self knowledge is not there human thinking and so
action is limited and perverted. This is quite obvious in daily life.In self-inquiry we identify the
factors that interfere with the natural revelation of the Self.With Self knowledge thinking and action
will be there but without a center. In contrast in self-ignorance we think and act from a center and
so action is incomplete which leads to misery, violence, sorrow, anxiety, fear, ambition, greed.So
everybody needs self-inquiry in which there is insight into the structure and function of ego and why
its action is incomplete which necessarily leads to misery. As insight is from our total being the
action of insight is instantaneous and total in timeless dimension. With that we stop self centered
activity and start doing spontaneous activity in which there is freedom and so the action is
complete. As life is action and if such...
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Without doubt, this is actually the greatest function by any article writer. It is among the most amazing publication i have got read. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication where in fact changed me, change the way i believe.
-- Ar ielle Ledner-- Ar ielle Ledner

Excellent eBook and valuable one. It normally will not price too much. Your daily life span is going to be change once you comprehensive reading this
ebook.
-- Ez r a  B er g str om-- Ez r a  B er g str om
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